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The goal of the research project is to develop new inference methods that use deep neural 
networks to extract physical information from time-lapse microscopy images of biological processes. 
The computational method will aim at inferring from images either the physical parameters of a 
predefined physical model, or to infer the best model to describe the observed dynamics. Here, we 
will build on recent physics-informed neural networks, that have proven their performance to solve 
complex inverse problems1,2, but have not yet been applied to biological images. We will focus on 
two concrete biological processes, in collaboration with two biology teams at Collège de France:


1) Turing-like advection-reaction-diffusion dynamics, with application to the plumage patterning 
in bird embryos.  Here we will 
focus on the discovery of 
optimal parameters with a 
predefined model that can fit 
observed biological patterns3.





2) The coarsening dynamics of nuclear bodies, with application to 
the dynamics of PML nuclear bodies, which are membrane-less 
organelles that coarsen in a liquid-like fashion upon arsenic treatment4. 
Here we will focus on automatic model discovery to describe this 
biological phenomena involved in cancer.


 
The trainee will have access to a powerful Nvidia DGX Station to design and train deep learning 
models on GPU and to a laptop (Macbook Pro) during the internship period.


The research can be pursued with a PhD thesis in the team. The candidate will have to apply for 
funding through the physics doctoral school competition.


Candidates should be trained either in computer science, physics or applied mathematics and 
should demonstrate excellent programming skills (Python and/or C++) as well as a real desire to 
work in a highly interdisciplinary environment. Prior experience in machine learning and/or image 
analysis will be very valuable.
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Fig 3. Simulations of the unified model reproduce spatiotemporal attributes. (A) The size of each simulation frame was defined so that its abscissa ls corresponds to
the distance between wings l and its ordinate Ls to the distance between wings and tails L (as shown here on a domestic chicken embryo at E8.5) and reported to obtain F
quantified when the model reaches an equilibrium. The obtained ratios for l/ls and L/Ls were then used to define the size of simulation frames for the other five species
(all values are shown in S2 Table). (B) Initial conditions for P1 and P2 corresponding to measurements of the central location of B1 and B2 β–catenin bands relative to
body landmarks and the ratios reported in the Japanese quail are defined by xl and ym, yl, respectively (left panels). The elliptic surface ε representing the β–catenin–
expressing surface of the emu is parametrised by z (right panels). (C) Schematics showing the effect of variation in amplitude a (upper panels), density outside of peaks
m (middle panels), and sharpness s (bottom panels), compared to reference values (in red), on gaussian and elliptic curves corresponding to Eqs 2 and 3, respectively, at
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